Noise is important…. From: Condensed Matter … medicine…to financial markets

Also Giotto et al.

In physics the nature of the noise
and its characteristic are subject of intensive studies.
The noise can serve as a powerful tool to investigate physical
phenomena and materials.

(unwanted) Noise suppression at the NHMFL
J. Jaroszynski

In common use, the word noise means unwanted sound.
In our practice noise is what obscures measured signals:
This is very important issue in the NHMFL
due to high power (megawatts) power supplies
transformers, cooling water running, the highest magnetic field.
Even worse in pulsed fields
I focus here on electric measurements

Outline
•Grounding system
• Low frequency noise
•High frequency problems
•Diagnostic methods

ground or earth

may be the reference point in an electrical circuit
from which other voltages are measured,
or a common return path for electric current,
or a direct physical connection to the Earth.
NEC safety requirements: R < 25 Ohm

Signal
ground

Chassis
ground

Earth
ground

ground loop

usually refers to a current, generally unwanted, in a
conductor connecting two points that are supposed to be at the
same potential, often ground,
but are actually at different potentials.

DVR or HT

TV

Icos(ωt)

Bcos(ωt)

e.g. 60 Hz from nearby transformer
or AC compressor
=> 60 Hz hum
To kill it: use optical cable

ground loop
usually refers to a current, generally unwanted, in a
conductor connecting two points that are supposed to
be at the same potential, often ground,
but are actually at different potentials.

20 mΩ

Power outlet

neutral

ground

live

Power outlet
live wire (AKA phase, line, hot or active)
High Voltage

110 V

neutral (return)

earth (AKA ground, safety ground, or safety earth)

Generally current in this wire = 0 ! We will check it
(exceptions: ground loop, insulation faults, EMI filters installed)

Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI)

(Ground Fault Interrupter (GFI) or an Appliance Leakage Current Interrupter (ALCI).)
residual-current device (RCD), or residual-current circuit breaker (RCCB),

To prevent electrical shock (25 mA) in wet areas
It detects unbalance of current in live and neutral wires
and brakes the circuit in case (safety!)
Such unbalance leads also to ground loop
and should be avoided in experimental setups
Ground loop detector
works similarly

At lower frequencies, here is what we are up against
(power supplies, transformers…)

In the air-radiated
On the ground
higher voltages than excitation on the
samples, thermometers

Johnson–Nyquist noise
(thermal noise, Johnson noise, or Nyquist noise) is the electronic noise generated
by the thermal agitation of the charge carriers (usually the electrons) inside an
electrical conductor at equilibrium, which happens regardless of any applied voltage.
Thermal noise is approximately white, meaning that the power spectral density
is frequency independent
Spectral density (/Hz)
RMS voltage from 1 kOhm resistor at room temperature

Noise figure:

device noise/white noise

(ratio[dB] = 20 log(V1/V2):

20 dB = 10x,

High resistance input

10 db ≈ 3.16x 1dB ≈ 12%)
Low resistance input

Proper lockin input resistance match
reduces noise substantially!
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Typical spectrum of the noise in grounding cables in cells #2-14
when switching DC power supply is on
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set your frequency f<60 Hz or f>3 kHz:
Johnson noise (nV) from 1 kOhm resistor could be measured here
avoid especially 200Hz - 2 kHz
users from Europe etc: be aware of 60Hz, not 50 Hz

Building grounding system:

•Building grounding system
is interconnected
between magnets,
power outlets
water mains,
building construction
•this makes it a huge net of ground loops
which picks-up a lot
of noise:
currents up to 1 A,
voltages up to 1 V

Building grounding system:

It is not easy to make a good ground in Florida soil:
Grounding rods in C120 measured with 3 probe method vs. the racetrack
@575 Hz, 2 days after 1 in of rain and 2 months of drought in April
Now: 50% more

Safety: maximum 25 Ω !!!

Dragana 90 Ω

Irinel 35 Ω

Lloyd 100 Ω

Dan & Horst 100 Ω

Experimental grounding rods in C128C
J. Kynoch, W. Morris &CO, Dragana Popovic, J.Jaroszynski &CO
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•copper coated rods
•hammered to 45 and 55 feet
•grounding improved with special clay
•“textbook” resistances of 3 and 6 Ohms (55’, 45’ )
•no change in R after 3 weeks despite 18”
precipitation deficit in TLH
•the same R measured by two methods:
clamp-on vs. racetrack
3 probe measurement vs. soil
•meanwhile other grounding rods “dried out”
in C120: huge water deficit

grounding system
flat festoon cables extended from star
ground in cells #9-12
these cables have reduced inductance
any cable has approx. 1 µH per meter!!!
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grounding bars in cells

It is absolutely critical not to connect it
to any other grounding
It could spoil your experiment as well
as experiment in other cells !!!

Dirty ground

•alternate solution: to extend
Grounding issues
star ground from cells
#9,10,11,12 to other cells (work almost done)
•existing grounding system is interconnected
•using flat festoon cable 4x4 AWG
between magnets, cells, power outlets
•it has resistance as 3/0 welding cable
water mains, building construction
but lower inductance,
•this makes it a huge net which pick-up a lot
•in millikelvin building: connect ground
of noise: currents up to 1 A, voltages up to 1 V directly to grounding rods

•importance of good grounding: after
•solution: to separate ground in each cell
“cleaner” grounding point found, resistive
•however, measurements show that
detection of NMR in FQHE regime
existing home made grounding rods have
is possible in the hybrid (Jiang&Stormer)
high resistance: 15-140 Ohm after 2 month
of drought, while the most liberal US safety norm is 25 Ohm.
•it is also not easy to drill trought 2’ concrete
platform

High frequency problems:

HF not only interfere with RF measurements as NMR
but also sneaks to cryostats heating samples in the mK range,
and dephasing electrons
Figure 3
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Suggested good practices:

Things to be done well before magnet time
starts:
1) Mount samples maximizing use of twisted
pairs in the probe and cables
2) Isolate you probe or cryostat from the
magnet, doublecheck if cables/shields connect
ground between instruments and the probe
(usually they don’t)
Secure cables against vibrations
3) Isolate the probe from pumping lines
using plastic clamps/o-rings
4) Check these connection using ohmeter with
sharp terminals (stainless steel, oxidized
aluminum, copper or SS are difficult to
contact)
5) Then check your setup for ground loops
using ground meter and/or the scope
and current clamps

Twist the wires!!! Reduce area between them esp. in the center of the field

Noise reduction from 1 microV
100 nV (DC)
@ 31 Tesla
Cf. A. Xu et al. D. Abraimov et al.

Shield on the cable connected
to the cryostat

Cryostat grounding

Cu clips on plastic clamp

Diagnostic: Noise crash cart

The ability to measure and log noise problems whenever they arise

•Megger ground meter
for ground loop detection and groud resistance meas.)
•Tektronix oscilloscope with FFT
•AC current clamp (ground loop current detection
and spectroscopy
•DC current clamp
•Differential preamp, voltage probe
•Protek 3290 RF Spectrum Analyzer 0.1-2900MHz
• Laptop all can run on batteries
•isolation transformer

Ground current measurements and spectra
in grounding cables, pumping lines
Very bad, strong 60 and 660 Hz

to isolation transf.

Good,
residual 60 Hz and harmonics

To stabilize V:
ferro-resonant line-voltage regulators
they serve also as isolation transformers
providing clean power and clean ground
for experiment
REDUCES COMMON MODE TEN TIMES

plugged to the wall

to exp. set up

dirty ground

to exp. set up

clean ground

Quick detection of ground loops:
current should be zero!

Also assessment of ground resistance

Johnson–Nyquist noise
(thermal noise, Johnson noise, or Nyquist noise) is the electronic noise generated
by the thermal agitation of the charge carriers (usually the electrons) inside an
electrical conductor at equilibrium, which happens regardless of any applied voltage.
Thermal noise is approximately white, meaning that the power spectral density
is frequency independent
Spectral density (/Hz)
RMS voltage from 1 kOhm resistor at room temperature

If we can measure this: that means our experiment is “quiet”
We’ll try in cell 4

GPIB opto-isolators:

to cut ground loop between the computer
and the experimental setup
to reduce HF in mK experiment

B: clean side

A: dirty side

plugged into
the wall outlet

experiment

computer

Important: plug into dirty ground other instruments which are connected
to the computer via USB, RS etc. or isolate their ground

stepper motor driver

to the wall

Sometimes ground loop arises very unexpectedly:
manufacturer fault:
random connection between SR830
chassis and transformer cover

dirt between stepper motor
and the probe connects
dirt computer to the clean experiment

Thermoelectric effects (DC measurements only)
Cu/CuO could give as much as 1 mV/deg
Thermally isolate terminals esp. when
LN2 vapors from the cryostat
Noise reduction down to nV possible

electrometer

To reduce vibrations from pumping lines

Yet another source of noise and heating/cooling in the mK range:
II type superconductors as a soldering alloy SnPb
Excess heat when sweeping field up from B=0
Solution: In, silver paste where possible

Search for better cables: triboelectricity vs. electromagnetic pick-up
Tribo = rubbing

different cables: triboelectric effect : voltage when cable bent
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Triboelectricity:

results

Electromagnetic pick up @ 33 Hz

results for twisted pairs
however an order of magnitude stronger between wires
from different pairs!
try to avoid them mounting the sample!!!

Examples: better T stabilization

Lakeshore control heater/thermometer noise
before and after proper grounding

Control thermometer waveform before
After-from 500mK fluctuations to
connecting current-source shield on
sub mK temperature stability
Lakeshore temperature controller and
platform thermometer current source
shields to racetrack ground, and replacing
coax with twisted pair.
S. Riggs, A. Migliori et al.

Example of relatively low noise measurement in the strongest magnet
After all the above was applied

I=50 nA

Unit =2µV

150 nV

Unit =100 nV

Noise @ 50 nA 150 nV p-p/10µV = 1.5%

I=10 nA

FQHE and RDNMR measurement in the hybrid (Jiang et al)
after better grounding

APPENDIX
SUMMARY
NOISE

A.

B

OF NOISE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

REDUCTION CHECK LIST
Suppressing Noise At Source

0 Enclose noise sources in a shielded enclosure.
0 Filter all leads leaving a noisy environment.
0 Limit pulse rise times.
0 Relay coils should be provided with some form of surge damping.
0 Twist noisy leads together.*
0 Shield and twist noisy leads.
0 Ground both ends of shields used to suppress radiated interference (shield does not need to be
insulated).*
B.

Eliminating Noise Coupling

0 Twist low-level signal leads.*
0 Place low-level leads near chassis (especially if the circuit impedance is high).
0 Twist and shield signal leads (coaxial cable may be used at high frequencies).
0 Shielded cables used to protect low-frequency, low-level signal leads should be grounded at one end only
(coaxial cable may be used at high frequencies with shield grounded at both ends).*
0 Insulate shield on signal leads.
359

From: Henry W Ott, Noise Reduction Techniques ….

Noise reduction checklist Henry W Ott, Noise Reduction Techniques …..
0 When low-level signal leads and noisy leads are in the same connector ,
separate them and place the ground leads between them.*
0 Carry shield on signal leads through connectors on a separate pin.
0 Avoid common ground leads between high- and low-level equipment.* 0 Keep hardware grounds separate from
circuit grounds.*
0 Keep ground leads as short as possible.*
0 Use conductive coatings in place of nonconductive coatings for protection of metallic surfaces.
0 Separate noisy and quiet leads.*
0 Ground low-frequency , low-level circuits at one point only (high
frequencies and digital logic are exceptions).*
0 Avoid questionable or accidental grounds.
0 For very sensitive applications, operate source and load balanced to ground.
0 Place sensitive equipment in shielded enclosures.
0 Filter or decouple any leads entering enclosures containing sensitive equipment.
0 Keep the length of sensitive leads as short as possible.*
0 Keep the length of leads extending beyond cable shields as short as possible.*
0 Use low-impedance power distribution lines.
0 Avoid ground loops in low-frequency , low-level circuits.*
0 Consider using the following devices for breaking ground loops:
•Isolation transformers
•Common-mode chokes
•Optical couplers
•Differential amplifiers
•Guarded amplifiers
•Balanced circuits

Noise reduction checklist Henry W Ott, Noise Reduction Techniques …..

C.

Reducing Noise at Receiver

0 Use only necessary bandwidth.
0 Use frequency-selective filters when applicable.
0 Provide proper power-supply decoupling.
0 Bypass electrolytic capacitors with small high-frequency capacitors. 0
Separate signal, noisy, and hardware grounds . *
0 Use shielded enclosures.
0 With tubular capacitors, connect outside foil end to ground .*

Noise reduction checklist Henry W Ott, Noise Reduction Techniques …..

D Guidelines for Controlling Emissions in Digital Systems
0 Minimize ground inductance by using a ground plane or ground grid. 0 Locate
decoupling capacitors next to each IC in the system .
0 Use the smallest value decoupling capacitor that will do the job.
0 Use a bulk decoupling capacitor to recharge the individual IC decoupling capacitors.
·
0 Clock signal loop areas should be kept as close to zero as possible . 0 All cables
should be treated to minimize their common-mode current. 0 All unused inputs on
logic gates should be connected to either power
or ground.
0 110 drivers should be located near where the cables leave the system. 0 Use the
lowest-frequ ency clock, and slowest rise tim e that will do the
job.
0 Keep clock circuits and leads away from the 1/ 0 cabl es.

GOOD BOOKS:

Practical: cell 4
-find and remove the ground loop
-suppression of high frequency noise by shielding

